World Environment Day (WED) is celebrated on 5 June
every year, and is the United Nations ' principal vehicle
for encouraging awareness and action for the
protection of our environment.

Ways we can help

With an adult can you discuss that recycling
means?
Write what you think it means?

Watch the video below – see the process
of recycling

Can you make a recycling poster:
Draw pictures and write captions or label your poster.
Why do we recycle and what can we recycle?
Send in your posters so that we can share them on the school
website.

Ways to make the most of our waste!
Train Craft Activity –
Recycle kitchen roll and toilet roll tubes
1. start by saving as many as you as you can
2. paint the tubes so they are colourful, then leave to dry
3. you can make you train as long or as short as you like
4. you could compete with your grown up or sibling – who can collect
the most rolls and make the longest train
5. attach the tubes using string, ribbon or sticky tape – you may need the help
of an adult for this or embrace the challenge!
6. add the finishing touches – use cardboard (from cereal boxes) to make the
wheels, windows and any other features you like to add.
7. when it is finished enjoy your model

Please send
photos to the
school email of
your models!

Why not make models
of different things –
maybe space rockets,
dragons or castles – be
as creative as you like!

Play a game of recycle sort
1. collect a range of objects made from aluminium, paper, card and plastic (raid
your recycling) Note - do not use glass as this could be dangerous with young
children
2. make 3 posters labelled paper, aluminium and plastic
3. share out the recycling with your grown or siblings and see who can sort their
items the faster – set a timer! own rules for the game
4. check who put all of the items under the correct poster and if any were wrong
can you help them sort them into the right group
5. you could make up your own rules for a recycling game

